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I've seen articles inquiring to the whereabouts of the TI GPL Manual. I 
have it available via anonymous FTP from nstar.cis.umn.edu (128.101.65.50). 
It is in the subdirectory GPLMAN. It is in postscript(tm) format along 
with the LaTeX sources if anybody wants to run their own version of LaTeX 
on it. I've been working on it lately, getting the figures and tables 
looking pretty. There is still a little work that needs to be done at the
end of the manual, but since people want it, I thought I'd put up what I
have. It's 161 pages long. I'll put up a posting when I'm happy with the
final version. There is some text missing in the beginning of Chapter 2.
If anyone has the missing text, could you please send it to me and I will 
include it in the manual.
I also have the disassembled console ROMs (back in the root directory of 
anonymous FTP). Someone was asking is anyone had that available. In 
addition, I also have disassembled code for the disk controller, the RS232 
card and the mini-memory cartridge. Sorry, I do not have any disassembled 
GPL GROM code. I've commented these as best as I could. I ask anyone who 
gets them to let me know of any errors in my comments or anything that may 
be useful to add. Same goes for the GPL manual.
David Nieters 
University of Minnesota 
daven@vx.cis.umn.edu
Best Regards,
Tom Ferrio ... MSG: TOMF ... M/S 3946 ... 214-917-1563 Ml
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